# Mobile Cart Solutions

## That Help Deliver Better Care

### Environments
- **Medical/Computing Cart**
  - Supports application needs at the point of care
  - Used for bedside documentation
  - Integrated mobile computer carts facilitate wireless clinical documentation at the point of care, enabling better care delivery and efficiency by allowing caregivers to get closer to the bedside while staying connected to critical patient data

- **Medication Cart**
  - Supports demanding clinical environments
  - Used for bedside medication delivery, bedside documentation and eMAR/barcode medication administration
  - Able to support centralized medication delivery (cart-fill) for improved patient safety

- **Telehealth Cart**
  - Supports the facilitation of a face-to-face experience, empowering closer collaboration and consultation, helping increase access to and timeliness of care
  - Enables secure and effective audio/video communication
  - Allows clinicians to deliver patient consultations and virtual care as well as share medical educational materials

### Functions
- **Medical/Computing Cart**
  - Ergonomically designed to meet the demands of clinical bedside environments
  - Designed with flexible drawer sizes/workspace configurations to meet healthcare setting needs and improve workflows

- **Medication Cart**
  - Designed with flexible drawer sizes/configurations to meet healthcare setting needs and improve workflows
  - Enhances patient safety at the point of care

- **Telehealth Cart**
  - Transmits and receives real-time audio and video captured by high-definition camera and integrated microphone

### Features
- **Medical/Computing Cart**
  - Integrated keyboard
  - Available secure mounting for accessories and equipment
  - Various power systems (charged, battery)
  - Easy to move
  - Display mount
  - Notebook or tablet
  - Easy-to-clean work surface and exteriors to promote infection control

- **Medication Cart**
  - Large storage capacity
  - Keyless entry system
  - Work surface with raised edges
  - Integrated keyboard
  - Various power systems (charged, battery)
  - Lightweight and adjustable for easy maneuverability
  - Display mount
  - Notebook or tablet
  - Innovative drawer management controls
  - Add accessories that complement workflows

- **Telehealth Cart**
  - Easy height adjustment
  - High-quality audio system
  - Locking wheels
  - Flexible camera mounting
  - Compact and contoured base allows for maneuvering in tight spaces
  - Plug and play panel for swapping in/out peripheral devices

### Top Partners
- Enovate
- Ergotron
- Rubbermaid Medical Solutions

---

Have mobile cart questions? Contact your CDW Healthcare account manager, visit [CDW.com/communIT](http://CDW.com/communIT) or call 800.500.4239.